[Type C personality (cancer personality): current view and implications for future research].
The paper provides an outline of the present state of knowledge of the 'C-type' or cancer-prone personality. Links between personality and cancer have been studied approximately since the mid 1960's. Opinions on the role of personality dispositions and other psychosocial factors in the development of cancer have been changing over the last 50 years. There are basically two periods marking the evolution of thought on the subject. While in the early 1990's, results of research were interpreted in favour of the existence of the C-type personality, in spite of a lack of consistency (and often contradictory findings), currently they are interpreted in disfavour of the C-type personality due to continuing uncertainty. The current view is primarily based on the fact that specific links between cancer and certain personality traits have not been confirmed. In conclusion, the authors reflect over what could have been done better from the methodological point of view in studies carried out so far, and suggest suitable study design options.